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Preparing for a Behavioral Interview with CapTech 

(For Graduating Seniors and Elevate Interns) 
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What to Expect:  

Introductions  

We’ll trade quick introductions, and you’ll have the opportunity to discuss some of the 

experiences on your resume.  

Behavioral Interview  

Behavioral interviewing is based on the idea that future performance can be predicted by past 
performance in a similar setting. The employer will describe a scenario and ask how you 
have handled it in your previous experiences.  

 

DO 

➢ Choose a quiet and comfortable place for the interview if virtual.  

➢ Practice the STAR interview technique (https://www.themuse.com/advice/star-

interview-method).  

➢ Thoroughly listen to the question and collect your thoughts before answering. 

➢ Be prepared to give specific examples that highlight the skills/experiences you are being 

asked about. Draw from past internships, volunteer experiences, class projects, clubs, 

classes, etc. 

➢ Show us your true self.  

DON’t  

 Rush to answer the question. 

 Give hypothetical examples. 

 Bad-mouth past employers, colleagues, or classmates. 

 Be overly scripted or read from pre-written notes. 

 

Q&A  

This is the get-to-know-us part of the interview.  Use this as an opportunity to learn more about 

working at CapTech.  Think about what you find interesting or the qualities that you value most in 

a company.   

https://www.themuse.com/advice/star-interview-method
https://www.themuse.com/advice/star-interview-method
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What We Are Looking For: 

We have 5 main core values at CapTech: Flexibility, Intellectual Curiosity, Servant Leadsership, 

Trusted Advisor and Enthusiam. Our interview questions are aimed to assess your alignment with 

these values. 

 

COMMUNICATIO N SKI LLS:   We are looking for a thorough, yet not overly verbose, answer that 

directly addresses the question being asked using the STAR method.  

 

CORE VALUES: 
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Belon gin g:  Welcoming each other’s authentic selves to strengthen our organization  and 

broaden our perspectives.  

FL EXIB IL ITY :  Being adaptable to the different needs of a variety of cl ients i s an important trait,  

so we will  want to see examples of when you’ve had to display flexibil ity.  

Inte l lec tua l curiosi ty :  Consulting requires someone to adapt quickly to the evolving needs of 

our clients as well  as different trends and technologies, so we would l ike to hear how you 

take the initiative to learn new things.  

SERVANT LEA DERSHI P:    We always have our clients’ needs top of mind and want to set them (and 

our teammates) up for success.  We are looking for  examples where you’ve had to 

understand multiple points of view and/or ways you’ve helped others grow and be 

successful.  

TRUSTE D AVISOR:  We believe in truly partnering with our clients and understanding their 

challenges, so we look for active l istening skil ls and the abil ity to build collaborative 

relationships.  

Enthusiasm:  We like to see that someone has done their research, is interested in a consulting 

career, and is prepared with questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tips on Preparation: 

➢ Review our website. You can also learn about us on  Instagram, LinkedIn, The Muse 

(https://www.themuse.com/profiles/captech) . 

➢ As mentioned above, practice the STAR interview technique 

(https://www.themuse.com/advice/star-interview-method 

➢ Have 5-6 scenarios in mind that you can talk about. 

➢ Have questions prepared for your interviewer(s). 

https://www.themuse.com/profiles/captech
https://www.themuse.com/advice/star-interview-method
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Next Steps: 

If this is the first initial screening with a member of our Talent Acqusition Team, your alignment to 

a consulting role with CapTech will be evaluated and we will  typically let you know within one 

week if you’ve been selected for the technical/skills assessment round. 

 

If the behavioral interviews are part of the final interview round (“Power Day” for Graduating 

Seniors only), this is the last step. Your interviewers will submit their feedback and the hiring 

team will review the technical feedback, as well as the feedback from the behavioral interviewers 

to assess which candidates’ skills and core values align best with our needs. Offers will be 

extended to candidates who pass all three interviews. Expect a decision within 2-4 weeks from 

your interview date. Please let your recruiter know of any time constraints or offer deadlines.  
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